The Student Development and Counseling Center offers test review for students taking various courses in the College of Nursing. Conducting a test review is a great way to identify areas in which a student might need added support, such as improvement in studying or note-taking skills. Students will learn effective test-taking strategies that will hopefully help to improve test scores. The purpose of the test review is not to review test content or prepare for final exams. The counselors in the SDCC are not nurses; thus, they may not be able to identify why the answer is correct or incorrect. Students will be referred to faculty regarding specific questions related to test content or when SDCC counselors identify that students are having difficulty comprehending test content.

During the test review the SDCC counselors may:

- identify areas where students need additional support
- teach/review effective test-taking strategies
- review note taking, test preparation, and study skills
- assess for test anxiety

Guidelines for Test Review:

1. Students **MUST** first attend the test review for the specified test with the professor, if one is given, to review content and identify correct item responses.

2. It is the students’ responsibility to bring their “missed question” printout given at the test review. The SDCC counselors do not have copies. If a professor uses opscan sheets it is the students’ responsibility to request that a Xerox copy of their opscan sheet be sent to SDCC counselors along with the corresponding test.

3. The tests will only be available for a limited time, usually until the next test is given. SDCC counselors will not have all of the tests for students to review to prepare for final exams.

4. **Appointments are required for a test review.** Test Review appointments can be arranged by emailing **CONCounseling@ecu.edu** Students should come prepared to learn how to improve test performance. Please KEEP APPOINTMENTS or call (252) 744-6492 before the scheduled time to reschedule the test review session.

5. Students utilizing test review services will receive a survey link by email about his/her test review experience at the SDCC.